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EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM

1.

Introduction
In November 1987 the Commission organised an Air Safety Symposium
aiming at providing the forum for an exchange of information and
Ideas on aviation safety and Identifying prlor.ity areas for such
action as may be appropriate at Community level.
One of the three broad themes discussed during this symposium was
the Investigation of aircraft accidents. The conclusions drawn
from the dlscussions<1> showed clearly that although the situation
was generally satisfactory in Europe, Community actions in the
fields of accident investigations was needed in a number of areas.
In order to obtain more detailed information, the services of the
Commission launched two specific studies which were completed in
1989:
"Cooperation and shared utilisation of available resources In
aircraft accident Investigation" by Geoffrey Wilkinson, former
Chief Inspector of Accidents of the United Kingdom Accident
Investigation Branch; and
"Problems raised by the double enQuiry into air accidents" by
Lucien Rapp, Professor at the Faculty of Law.
The results and conclusions of these studies were carefully
assessed by experts from governments and Industry In a number of
meetings organised by the services of the Commission. In 1990.

(1) Proceedings of the Air Safety Symposium, Office for Official
Publ !cations of the European Communities, Luxembourg, 1988
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In 1991, the Commission, taking into account the comments of the
experts and the discussions taking place in the international
organisations, in particular ICAO and ECAC, issued a "Communication
to the Councl I on Community initiatives concerning civi I aviation
incidents and accidents.
This communication included a working programme which foresees.
amongst others, legislative measures in the field of accident
Investigation.
Consequent I y the proposed measure is intended to Iay down strong
and common foundations for the investigations carried out by the
·Member States at national level.
In 1992, a number of meetings with experts took place enabling the
services of the Commission to draft the present proposal based on
identifi~d needs derived from shortcomings in the system.
II. Shortcomings In the present sYstem
The present system of aircraft accident investigation is governed
by the international standards and recommended practices contained
In the current edition of Annex 13 to the Convention on
International Civi I Aviation published by ICAO.
While the process described above was taking place in the services
of the Commission, a parallel evolution of thoughts was initiated
in the aviation circles and in particular In ICAO.
For this reason, ICAO organised in February 1992 a very large
Accident Investigation Divisional Meeting (AIG 92) attended by more
than 200 delegates from more than 70 countries and organisations.
A large number of proposals to modify and update Annex 13 and other
re 1evant I CAO documents were adopted in order to try to overcome
the shortcomings Identified by at I those experts.
The present proposal takes into account the work carried out at AIG
92 and is therefore in I ine with latest and foreseen ICAO
requirements, turning into Community legislation a number of
measures to correct shortcomings.
First of all, the objective of the investigation must be clearly
expressed: namely prevention of future accidents and Incidents.
Experience has shown when investigating several recent accidents in
Europe that difficulties can arise from national legislations which
do not provide for a clear separation between the technical
investigation only interested in accident prevention and the
judicial inquiry seeking for faults or I iabi I ity. The existence of
this doub Ie inquiry creates a very comp Iex prob Iem that cou I d
hamper the investigation of the accident and is aggravated by the
fact that judicial traditions vary from State to State.
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The potential confl let of interest could be avoided by defining
very clearly the status of the technical investigation and
recognising a number of baslc rights of the investigators to enable
them to achieve their mission while respecting the legal procedures
in force. The Investigators and their work has also to be
protected from misuse which could be counter productive by
deterring the parties In an accident from cooperating by fear of
subsequent legal action .. Only tactual information arising from the
technical Investigation should be available for use by the judicial
authorities, analysis or conclusions ~hould remain I imited to
accld~nt prevention use.

i

•'

The findings of the investigation are usually published in some
form of report. The dissemination of the report including the
safety recommendations derived from the .investigation is of utmost
importance In the interest of accident prevention. As an example,
last year an accident happened in the USA with the same aircraft
and In similar conditions as a Canadian accident three years
earlier. The Canadian investigation report had not been officially
sent to the US authorities.
Although safety recommendations are sent to the relevant parties,
very often there is no follow-up procedure to check if any action
has been taken to correct the deficiencies. Such a procedure
should be sufficiently flexible to allow the interested parties to
either apply strictly the recommendations, apply other corrective
action deemed more appropriate or reject the recommendations
providing a reasonable justification Is given.
In the Community, accident investigations are carried out by
national bodies, the organisation of which differs greatly both
with regard to the extent of their resources (human and material)
and to independence vis-a-vis the national aviation authorities.
The low probability of a major accident occurring in a small state
does not justify a large organisation but, should such accident
happen, the posslbi 1 ity should exist to obtain at short notice the
needed resources. Expertise could be brought from other Community
accident investigation bodies according to the 1980 Directive on
future cooperation and mutual assistance between the Member States
in the field of air accident investigatiori<1) but this cooperation
could be improved if al 1 those bodies were working according to a
number of common basic principles.
In order to avoid possible conflict of interests, the investigating
body shou Id be Independent of any party which cou Id dIrect Iy or
Indirectly have a responsibility in the cause of an accident.

(1) OJ

no. 375, 31.12.1980
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Finally, an- important modification proposed is to extend to serious
incidents the investigation process appl led to accidents. The
investigation of accidents is a reactive activity and therefore not
the· best means of prevention. In addition, there Is fortunately a
very limited number of accidents. For this reason, investigation
of serious Incidents to the standards employed for accidents will
provide a greater source of accident prevention .data than is
available through the Investigation of accidents alone.

Ill. Aootlcatlon of the subsidiaritY orlnclole
Due to the international nature of aviation and, in particular In
the community where the liberalisation measures of air transport
and the real lsation of the single market wi 11 lead to more
multinational operations, accident investigations wi II very often
involve several Member States.
The small number of aviation accidents does not justify I arge
investigation units and cooperation between units is therefore
needed.
New
international
standards and
recommended practices are
definitely needed and the Community has the legal instruments to
ensure a quick and efficient implementation of those standards in
all the Member States.
The present proposal could be considered as a framework directive,
a number of articles setting goals leaving to the Member States
freedom as to the way to reach these goals. However, due to the
technical nature of this subject, it has b,een necessary sometimes
to look into some matters in more detail.
The burden for the majority of the Member States will be limited
due to the fact that they already apply standards at least
equivalent to those contained in Annex 13. However, some Member
States and in particular the smaller ones, wi II have to change
their legislation and invest in independent investigation units.
The consultations carried out by the services of the Commission
during the last five years have shown that usually in these Member
States the technical authorities have recognised the need to
proceed with those required changes and would welcome such a
Community initiative as a support to give air safety the priority
ranking it deserves.
In addition, the Commission does not claim· for any· a~ditional
competence
in this field,
but by establishing fundamental
principles, it wi II encourage a better mutual cooperation between
responsible bodies. As a consequence, the adoption of the present
proposal could also permit to repeal the 1980 Directive on future
cooperation and mutual assistance between Member States in the
field of air accident investigation.
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IV. conclusions
·rhe present proposal is the outcome of a long process, started In
1987 during which a wide consultation was organised at each stage.
It should help the Member States to bring their accident
Investigation methods and legislations up-to-date and encourage
them to cooperate.
Such an Improvement should lead to a better understanding of
accidents and Incidents and therefore contribute to a more
efficient safety pol Icy and prevention of accidents.
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COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL ARTICLES

Article 1
This article defines the general objective of the Directive which is
the Improvement of air safety.
Article 2
This article defines the scope of the Directive. It covers not only
the investigations of accidents but also incidents. This is in
accordance with recent ICAO proposals.
In paragraph 1, the scope is I imited to the Community while in
paragraph 2, the scope can be extended outside of the Community when an
incident occurs to a Community aircraft and no Investigation Is carried
out by the State where the incident occurred. This is due to the fact
that very often, it is the State of registry of the aircraft which is
better placed to carry out an investigation of an incident.
Article 3
This article defines the terms used in the Directive. These
definitions are those used by ICAO except h) which Is a definition used
In other Community legislation on air transport<1>.
Article 4
This article sets out the principle of the mandatory investigation of
every accident and also every serious incident. This last provision is
new but complies with ICAO guidelines. This article also do not
prevent the investigation body to investigate any other incident If it
could be beneficial
to air safety. In addition,
it
is the
responsibility of the investigation body to determine the type of
Investigation and the efforts to invest into it according to the
knowledge that could be expected from an accident prevention point of
view.

(1) Council Regulation (EEC) no. 2407/92 of 23 July 1992 on I icensing
of air carriers; OJ no. L240 of 24.8.92.
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Article 5

The purpose of this article is to draw a clear dividing I ine between
the technical Investigation and the judicial enquiry. It establishes
the status of the technical investigation in .order to reach the
objective of this Directive.
Paragraph 1 sets the general principle while paragraph 2 I ists a number
of minimum rights necessary for the investigators to carry out their
mission.
Article 6

This article deals with the body responsible for
technical investigation of aviation accidents.

carrying out

the

Paragraph 1 gives the general principles: permanence and independence
in order to avoid possible conflict of interest or any direct or
indirect i nvo I vement in the causes of any. investigated ace i dent or
Incident.
Paragraph 2 enables small Member States which consider that even a
I imlted permanent structure dealing only with investigations would not
be justified, to use also this structure as a safety. data collection
and analysis unit running for example incident reporting system,
occurrences data bases etc.
Paragraph 3 deals with the minimum means necessary for such a structure
to be'operatlonal.
Paragraph

4 contains some of the
therefore enabling it

80/1266/EEC

provisions of Counci I D.irective
t6 be· repealed in the .present

proposal.'
Article 7

This article obliges the Investigation body to publish a report to
ensure the widest possible dissemination of safety related Information
in the event of ari accident.
Paragraph 2 sets a goal of 12 months for the completion of the report.
Setting a firm deadline could be counter productive by preventing long
and sophisticated research which could be needed to reach important
conclusions but setting a goal is necessary to avoid complacency.
Paragraph 3 introduces a provision to enable interested parties to
comment and give them an opportunity to request a revision of the
report.
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Article 8
This article deals with the report in the case of an incident. Due to
the spec I a 1 nature of Incidents, theIr greater frequency and the fact
that they usually are not published, it could be counter productive to
use the same procedure as In the case of accidents. It is therefore
Important to protect the parties Involved and to limit the circulation
of the report to professionals, dealing with accidents prevention or
aviation safety.
Article 9
This article addresses the Important issue of safety recommendations.
Paragraph 1 ensures that the dissemination of safety recommendations Is
achieved by addressing them to alI parties concerned and sending a copy
to the Commission. By receiving the safety recommendations from all
the Member States it will be able to distribute them to all the
investigation bodies and aeronautical authorities of the Community.
This could also lay the groundwork for a future central data base of
safety recommendations.
Paragraph 2 creates an obligation to follow-up at national level the
measures
taken
by
the
addressees
when
rece1v1ng
a
safety
recommendation: compl lance or Justified reJection or alternative
action. It also ensures that the corrective measures wi II not affect
Community law such as, for example, the free movement of aircraft.
Article 10
This article reinforces the protection of the technical investigation
by measures to avoid Its use for purposes other than Its exc Ius I ve
obJective which is prevention of future accidents or incidents.
Paragraph
limits the use of the report for other purposes to the
factual part of it, therefore excluding the analysis and conclusions
part.
Paragraph 2 enables
the
investigating body
to draft
safety
recommendations
concerning
shortcomings
discovered
during
the
investigation but which couid be unrelated to the causes of the
accident or incident without risk of these recommendations being used
for purposes other than prevention.
Paragraph 3 prevents the use of the report for disciplinary action.
Paragraph 4 reinforces the protect ion of the investigators by
preventing them to be placed In a situation where there would be a
conflict of interest.

- 9 Article 11 ·

As the provisions of this· pro~osal go rutthet than those contained in
Council Directive 80/1266/EEC, th~re is no reas_on to maintain this
Directive anymore.
ArtlqJe 12
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PROPOSAL FOR A COUNCIL DIRECTIVE
:-·ESTABLISHING- THE FUNDAMENTAL PR INCJPLES GOVERNING
......

THE INVESTIGATION· OF CIVIL AVIATION ACCIDENTS AND INCIDENTS

•

'¥:··

...

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN eot.UJNITIES,

Having

regard

to

the

Treaty - establ ishlng

the

European

Econ9"'_ic

Community, and in particular Article 84§2 thereof,

Having regard to the proposal from the Commisslon<1>,

Having regard to the Opinion of the European Pari iament<2>,

Having regard to the Opinion of the Economic and Social Commlttee<3>,

Whereas the opening of
air transport will
these

the

Internal market

and the

I iberal isation of

Increase the air traffic operations,

involving crew,

'i

in particular

!

aircraft and undertakings from different Member

States;

Whereas a high general
harmon i sed
links
whereas

level of safety

procedures

between

to

the extent

individual

operations

in

the

Member

in the single market requires

that

there

States

Community

and

wi II

wIll

be

less

Individual

Involve

more

d 1rect

operators;
multilateral

contacts between Member States and operators and therefore there wil 1

i

- I

be a need for general principles to enable Member States to apply the
same high level of accident prevention measures;

Whereas
should

a high general
be maintained

level

and

all

of

safety

efforts

in civil

should

aviation

be made

to

in Europe
reduce

the

already limited number of accidents and serious incidents;
.~
~
j

!
(1) O.J. N" C .. .
(2) O.J. N" C .. .
(3) O.J. N" C .. .

Ij
l
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Whereas
C I vII
for

ac_count

AvIatIon,

should

of

particular

of

the

aircraft;

of

taken

of

the

Convent ion

on

lnternat lonal

sIgned . in C_h i cago on 7 December .l944, .which provides.

lmplementat ion

operation

be

the

measures.

whereas

Annex

13

to

necessary

account
the

to ·ensure

should

also

said. ConveJ1tion

be

the.· safe
taken

which

in

provides

International standards and recommended practices for aircraft accident

•'

Investigation;
h?·

.......:.~·,

f

Whereas
civil

the

expeditious

~vlation

accidents

realisation
and

of

technical

incidents would

Investigations

improve

of.

air ·safety

in

helping to_prevent the occurrence of such accidents and incidents;

Whereas

international

standards

provide

for

the

investigation

of

accidents to be carried out under the responsibi I lty of the State where
the accident occurs,
by

if

investigation of

Incidents

the State where the .incident occurs,

Is not carried out

this- investigation should be

carried out by the State of registry;

Whereas

investigation of serious

incidents should be carried out

In a

similar way to investigation of accidents;

Whereas air safety requires accident
In the shortest possible time,

investigations to be carried out

investigators should be able to proceed

to their tasks with the greatest freedom allowed by the legal system;

Whereas

Investigation of civl 1 aviation accidents and incidents should

be carried out by an independent body to
and

any

poss i b I e

Investigated;

i.rivo I vement

whereas

·in. the

this body

a~oi~

any confl let of interest

causes of

the

occur renee ·being

should be. suitably equipped and

Its

tasks c.ouJd include other prevention.activ.ities;

Whereas it is important for accident prevention to publish the findings
_of accident

investigations in the shortest time possible while giving

opportunity to interested parties to comment on these findings;
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Whereas the particular nature of Incidents should be taken Into account
when circulating the findings of Incident Investigation;
, :·

Whereas -.the

safety

recommendations

resulting· from

an· accident

or

·Incident Investigation should be duly taken Into account,Whereas the technical investigation should only be used for prevention
purposes. only .factual information collected during-the Investigation
should be allowed to be used to apportion blame or liability;
I

HAS ADOPTED THIS DIRECTIVE:
Article 1 -Objective
This Directive alms at Improving air safety by facl I ltatlng the
expeditious rea·Jizatlon of Investigations, the exclus_lve objective, of
which is prevention of future accidents or incidents.
Article 2- Scope
1.

This Directive shall apply to investigations of civil aviation_
accidents and Incidents occurring in the territory of the European.
Community takJng into account the international obi igations of the
Member States.

2.

This Directive shal I also apply outside the territory of the
European.Community to investigations of serious Incidents involving
alrcr.aft reglstered.in a Member state or operated by an undertaking
establlshed.in a Member. State. when such an Investigation is not
carried out by another State.

-· •

-~

·!

~~

I

1J

j

l

·:(:

J
~
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Article 3- Definitions
For the purposes of this Directive
a) -·Accident' means an occurrence associated with the operation of an
aircraft which takes place between the time any person boards the
aircraft with the intention of fl lght untl I such time as alI such
(

persons have disembarked, in which:
1)

a person Is fatally or seriously Injured as a result of:
being in the aircraft, or
direct contact with any part of the aircraft,

including

parts which have become detached from the aircraft, or
direct exposure to jet blast,
except

when

the

injuries

are

from

natural

causes,

self-

inflicted or inflicted by other persons, or when the injuries
are to stowaways hiding outside the areas normal ty available to
the passengers and crew; or
2)

the aircraft sustains damage or structural failure which:
adversely affects the structural strength, performance or
flight characteristics of the aircraft, and
would normal ty require major repair or replacement of the
affected component,
except for engine failure or damage, when the damage is I lmlted
to the engine,
limited

its cowlings or accessories;

to propellers,

wing

tips,

antennas,

or

for

tires,

damage
brakes,

fairings, small dents or puncture holes In the aircraft skin;
or

-

3)
'b)

14 -

the aircraft is missing or is completely inaccessible;

'Serious Injury• means an injury which is sustained by a person in
an ·accident and which:
.1)

requires hospitalisation for more than 48 hours, commencing
within seven days from the date the InJury was received; or

2·)

results In a ·fractur.e of any bone (except simple fractures of
flngers, toes.:or nose); or

3)

involves :1acerattons ·which cause severe haemorrhage,

nerve,

muse Ie or ·tendon damage: or
4)

Involves injury to any internal organ; or

5)

involves second or third degree burns, or any burns affecting
more than 5 per cent of the body surface; or

6)

involves

verified

exposure

to

infectious

substances

or

injurious radiation;
c)

'Fatal injury' means an injury which is sustained by a person in an
accident and which results in death within 30 days of the date of
the accident;

~>

'Causes' means action(s), omission(s), event(s), condition(s), or a
combination thereof, which led to the accident or incident;

-

e)

·Investigation'

means

a

15 -

process

conducted

for

the

purpose

of

accident and incident prevention which includes the gathering and
analysis of information, the drawing of conclusions, including the
determination of cause ( s)

and,

when appropriate,

the making of

safety recommendations;
0

'Investigator-In-charge' means a person charged, on the basis of
his qualifications, with the responsibi llty for the organisation,

(

conduct and control of an investigation;
g)

'Flight
aircraft

recorder'
for

the

means any
purpose

type of
of

recorder

complementing

installed

In the

accident/incident

Investigation;
h)

'Undertaking' means any natural person, any legal person, whether
profit-making or not, or any official body whether having its own
legal personality or not;

I)

'Incident' means an occurrence, other than an accident, associated
with the operation of an aircraft which affects or could affect the
safety of operation;

J)

•Ser lous Inc I dent· means an incident i nvo I vi ng
indicating that an accident nearly occurred.

circumstances

A I ist of examples of serious incidents can be found in the Annex
to this Directive;
k)

'Safety recommendation' means a proposal_ of the investigation body
of the State conducting the investigation, based on information
derived from the investigation,
preventing accidents or incidents.

made

with

the

intention

of
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Article 1- Mandatory Investigation
1.

Every

clvi

subjected

aviation

I

to

an

accident

or

investigation,

determined by the investigation
objective of this directive.
' 2.

serious

the

scope

body

incident
of

taking

which
into

shall

be

shall

be

account

the

This does not prevent Member States to take measures to enable the
Investigation of other Incidents when the investigation body may
expect to draw air safety lessons f(om it.

Article 5- Status of the Investigation
1.

The Member
respective

States shal I define, in the framework of their
internal
legal systems, a
legal status of the

Investigation that shal I enable the investigators-in-charge to
achieve their mission, in the most efficient way and within the
shortest time.
2.

Without preJudice to the internal legal procedures in force and in
cooperation with other authorities of the Member States responsible
for the Judicial enquiry, the provisions of paragraph

1

shal I allow

In particular:
unimpaired access to the site of the accident or incident

as

well as to the aircraft or its wreckage;
Immediate controlled remova I of debrIs, bodies or components
for examination or analysis purposes;
immediate access to and use of

the contents of

the

f

I i ght

recorders and any other recordings;
immediate examination of, or taking of samples from, the bodies
of victims or persons involved;

-
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examining witnesses;
ful I access to any
owner,

the

r~levant

operator,

the

information or records held by the
maintenance

organisation

or

the

manufacturer of the aircraft and by the authorities responsible
for clvi I aviation or airport operation.

Article 6 - Investigation body
1.

The Member States shall ensure that the conduct of

investigations

Is entrusted to a permanent c i vi I aeronaut i ca I body. · ThIs body
shall

be functionally

independent in particular of the national
responsible
airworthiness,
authorities
for

aeronautical
certification,

flight

traffic control or
2.

operation,

maintenance,

1 i cens i ng,

aIr

airport operation.

Notwithstanding paragraph 1, the activities entrusted to this body
can

be extended

related data

to

the gathering and

analysis of

air

safety

in as far as these activities do not affect

its

independence and entail no regulatory , normat1ve or administrative
responsibll ity.
3.

The body referred to in paragraph

i ab6ve shall be given the means

reQuired to carry out its responsibilities

independent .from

the

authorities referred to above and should be able to obtain
sufficient resources· to. do it. Its personnel shall benefit from ·a
statute giving the . necessary protect ion . and . guarantees of
independence.

·1t

shall

comprise

at

least

a

suitably

trained

investigator to. exercise ·the function of investigator-in-charge in
the event of a civ) I aviation

a~cident

or ser.ious incident.

-

4.
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If necessary, the body conducting an Investigation may request the
assistance of bodies from other Member States to supply:
a)

Installations, faci I ities and equipment for:
the

technical

Investigation

of

wreckage

and

aircraft

equipment and other objects relevant to the investigation.
the evaluation of Information from flight recorders.
and the computer storage and eva I ua t ion of air ace Ident
data.
b)

accident investigation experts to undertake specific tasks b_ut
only

where

an

investigation

is

opened

following

a

major

accident.
When available, such assistance should be-given, as far as possible
tree of charge.

Article 7- Accident report
1,

Any investigation of a civi I aviation accident shal I be the subject
of a report

in a form appropriate to the accident.

shal I

out

point

the

exclusive

objective

of

mentioned in article
of· this Directive
appropriate, safety recommendations.
2.

The

investigation body shall

the
and

publish the report

This report
investigation

contain,

where

in the shortest

possible time while endeavouring not to exceed 12 months after the
accident date.
3.

The draft report is submitted for comments to any party which the
investigation body considers the investigation to be of particular
importance and
comments.

it

shall

give a deadline for

the submission of
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Article 8- Incident report
1.

Any Investigation about an Incident i nvo Iv Ing c I v i I avlat lon shall
be the subject of a report In a form appropriate to the type and
to the gravIty of the ·Incident, and shall contain where
appropriate relevant safety recommendations. This report sha 11
as far as poss Ib Ie , protect the anonymity of the parties involved
In the Incident.

2.

This report shall be the subject of ·as wide a circulation as
possible to the parties lllcely to benefit from the findings of
the aforementioned report.

)

Article 9- Safety recommendations
1.

The reports and the safety recommendations referred to in Article
1.1 and 8.1 shal I be addressed to persons, undertakings or national
aeronautical authorities concerned and copied to the Commission.

2.

The Member States shall take the necessary measures In order to
ensure that the safety recommendatIons from the Invest !gat lon .body
are duly taken Into consldetatlon and acted upon ~here appropriate
without prejudice to the Community law and in particular that
concerning the funct lonlng of the· internal 'inarket.

- 20 Article 10- Liability
1.

The

analysis

and

conclusions

drawn

from

the

investigation

or

arising from it shall not be used to apportion blame or within the
context of proceedings to determine liability.
2.

A safety recommendation does not by I tse If create a presumption of.
blame or llabi lfty for an accident or Incident.

3.· Investigation reports shall not be used for disciplinary action.
4·.

The Member States shall, In the context of Articles 5 and 6·, take.
the necessary measures to protect Investigators from Involvement in
litigation proceedings

intended to apportion blame or

liabl·llty

arising from an accident or Incident.

Article 11
The Council Directive 80/1266/EEC of 16 December 1980 is repealed.

Article 12
1.

The Member States shall bring into force the laws, regulations and
administrative provisions necessary to comply with this Directive
not

later than 1 January 1996.

They shall

forthwith

Inform the

Commission thereof.
2.

When the Member States adopt these provisions their texts shall
refer to this Directive or shal I be accompanied by such a reference
when officially published.
method

The Member States shall

to use to make this reference.

Article 13
This Directive is addressed to the Member States.

decide what
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Annex

List of examPles of serious Incidents
l

r

The Incidents listed are typical examples of serious incidents. The
list Is not exhaustive and only serves as guidance to the definition of
"Serious Incident".
A near col I ision requiring an avoidance manoeuvre or when an
avoiding manoeuver would have been appropriate to avoid a collision
or an unsafe situation.
Controlled flight Into terrain (CFIT) only marginally avoided.
An aborted take-off on a closed or engaged runway, or a take-off
from such runway with marginal separation from obstacle(s).
A landing or attempted landing on a closed or engaged runway.
Gross failure to achieve predicted performance during take-off or
In I t Ia I c I Imb .
AI I ~ires and smoke. in the passenger compartment, in cargo
compartments or engine fires, even though such fires are
extinguished by the use of extinguishing agents.
Any events which required the emergency use of oxygen by the flight
crew.
Aircraft structural failure or engine disintegration which is not
classified as an accident.
Multiple malfunctions of one or more aircraft
seriously affects the operation of the aircraft.

systems

that
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Any case of. fl lght crew Incapacitation In fl lght.
Any fuel state which would reQuire the declaration of an emergency
by the pI lot.
Take-off or I and Ing ·Inc Idents. Inc Idents such as undershootIng,
overrunning or running off the side of runways.
System failures, weather p·henomena, operation outside. the app.roved
envelope or other occurrences which could
d IHI cu.l tl.es contro I 'II ng the a Lrcraft.
fll~ht

have caused

Fal'lure of more than one system in a redundancy system which Is
·mandatory for fllght guidance and navigation.
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